
2016 Region 1 Final Report 

1.  The session that was most valuable to my situation was: (Session #, Session name, 

Presenter name) 

Text Response 
How the job search should be 
The unconcerned on Career Advising 
5.3 - We Don't Mean To Intrude, but We're Here! 
5.2 Understanding the life of a doctoral student 
8.3 Just Because You Can, Doesn't Mean You Should - Katie McFaddin & Brian Koslowki - Brandeis 
1.3, EARN IT, OWN IT, Losapio et al. from UConn 
6.3 - Put me in, Coach... Oh wait, I'm not ready! Working with Self-Sabotaging Students, Jessie 
Karner 
Session 6.3 - Put Me In Coach! - Jessie Karner 
3.4  The way advising should be Felecia Edwards 
Compass Program from Merrimack college 
Persistence Advising, 4.7, Northeastern Univ. 
4.3 Don't DQ the EQ 
Assessment Unconference 
6.1 Applying Theory to Training 
Session 4.1, Creating Intercultural Communication Strategies for Advising, Blaise Maccarrione and 
Jean Kerrigan 
8.2: Just because you can doesn't mean you should, Katie McFaddin & Brian Koslowski 
7.4 Connection between academic performance and GPA 
2.4 chickering has vectors right? Jen Keene-Crouse 
Pam Edwards and Laura O'neill from University of Southern Maine session 7 
Getting Gritty 1.2 & Helicopters, Lawnmowers, and Snowplows 6.7 
4.1 Creating Intercultural Communication Strategies for Advising 
4.1 Creating Intercultural Communication Strategies for Advising, Blaise Maccarrone and Jean 
Kerrigan, Univ of Southern ME 
All of the career advising sessions 
Session 8- Engaging First Generation Students 
Helicopter Parenting- someone from Northeastern  also Appreciative Advising-someone from UMASS 
Boston 
Poster Session - Innovative Technology 
Unconference: Adult Learners 
3.3, Numbers to Names: Getting a Grip on Mass Probation, Goodniss & Tinnell 
7.7 Reflect, Restore, and Accomplish More- Pam Edwards & Laura O'Neill @ University of Southern 
Maine 
Session 8.8, Practice what you Preach: How do you put your Advising Philosophy into Action?, Kate 
D'Angelo and Samantha Stanley, Babson College 
Just because you can doesn't mean you should- Friday Session 
Peer Advising at Lesley University 
Session 5.1 D. Cooper & J. Keene-Crouse Advising and supporting students turned away from 
selective majors 
Session 8.3, Just Because You Can Doesn't Mean You Should, Katie McFaddin and Brian Koslowski 
4.8  Understanding and Supporting Military Veteran Students - Brian Smith 
The session on emotional intelligence and self sabotage were both amazing,  I don't remember the 
number or the names 
8.2 Here Comes the Bride- Marrying Academic Advising and Career Services - Brandy Nelson 

  



Session 4.4, Navigate Career Exploration Resources with Kristina Lerardi and Jim Peacock 
I don't remmber the session details, but it was working with 1st generation college students. Mehegan 
from Bunker HIll community college presented. It was the last session of the conference. It was 
excellent and I really enjoyed it. 
Session 3.2 - Advsing in the Community College: What Should It Be? Bristol Comm College  Dana 
Behuniak, Bette Barbosa, Christina LaCroix, & Cheryl Sclar 
6.4 CAll me Tete: A guide to pronouncing Chinese Names, Chinese Culture and High School 
Education. Tally, Colleen, and Tete Zhang from WPI. 
Linked In, Jim Peacock 
Helicopters, Lawnmowers and Snowplows by Susan Kolls Northeastern University 
What was I thinking? Entering a Doctorate program. - panel discussion 
4.3 Don't DQ the EQ - An Emotionally Intelligent Approach to Academic Advising - Lauren Haley - 
Plymouth State 
8.3 - Just because you can, doesn't mean you should 
6.4, Call Me Tete, staff from WPI 
4.1:  Creating Intercultural Communication Strategies for Advising; Maccarrone, Kerrigan 
3.1 Move Over Millennials! Make Way for Gen Z: Academic Advising for the Next Generation 
The session on Dual Enrollment with Mercedes as a presenter was great.  Also meeting state-by-state 
was quite helpful! 
Just Because You Can, Doesn't Mean You Should-Katie McFaddin and Brian Koslowski 
Existential Approach to Advising - Josh Hine 
Advising Team.  Lisa Lombardi and Christine Chandler 
7.4 - GPA! 
6.5 Existentialism and Advising Exploratory Students Josh Hind 
I really enjoyed all of the sessions that I attended but I believe the sessions that were the most 
relevant included "We Don't Mean To Intrude, but We're Here!  FY Students and Intrusive Advising.  I 
also really enjoyed learning about the "Emerging Leaders Program" and "Beyond Access: Making 
Higher Education Achievable for First Generation Students." 
1.3 Earn it, Own it, Whitney Losapio 
Intercultural communciation 
1.4, From SAP To Success, Cuss & Mann 
Don't DQ the EQ and the one about Grit that was during Session 1. 
Both Keynotes were informative, pertinent and inspiring. 
Getting Gritty 1.2, Lisa Enright 
3.3 Numbers to Names, Joe Tinnel and Ben Goodniss 
PC 3: Green Zone: Camden Ege, Lorraine Spaulding, Dan Jenkins    2.5 Team Advising for Students 
Lisa Lombardi and Christina Chandler 
Helicopters, Lawnmowers, and Snow Plowa (Session 6.7, I think) 
Put me in coach: self-sabotaging behavior. 
Learning Chinese 
5.3 
5.7: How Advisor Interviews Could Be; Ana Frega - UMass Boston, Art Esposito - Quincy College 
3.4 The Way Advising Should Be: Using Proactive and Appreciative Advising to Improve Student 
Success, Felecia Edwards 
The pre-conference session on Appreciative Advising. 
6.8 It's a Sophomore! Mercedes Pour and Caitlin McGurty. . Re: Early enrollment 
8.2 Here Comes The Bride 
3.4: The Way Advising Should Be: Using Proactive and Appreciative Advising to Improve Student 
Success, Felecia Edwards. And 5.8: The Way Advising Interviews Could Be, Ana Frega and Art 
Esposito. 
SNHU on coaching 



Call me Tete - pronouncing Chinese names, I apologize I do not have the exact name/session, it was 
the second day 
Just Because you Can Doesn't Mean You Should 
First day, late session with Felicia Edwards.  She rocks and had a great way to keep us interested 
toward the end of the day. 
Reflect, Restore, and Accomplish More! Pam Edwards and Pam O'Neal.#7.7 
DARTMOUTH RE: ADVISING MODEL WITH FACULTY &  THE CULTURE OF ADVISING ONE 
1.2 Getting Gritty: Discovering the Relationship between Personal Qualities and Student Success, 
Lisa Enright 
The Connection Between Academic Performance and GPA 
3.6 
Session 6.3, Put Me in, Coach...Oh wait I'm not Ready! Working with self-sabotaging students, 
Jessica Karner 
8.3 Just Because You Can Doesn’t Mean You Should Brian Koslowski and Katie McFaddin 
4.1 Creating Intercultural Communication Strategies for Advising, Blaise and Jean 
Chinese names session. 
Session 6.3 - Put Me In, Coach - Jessica Karner 
Team Advising for Student Success, Lombardi, Chandler 
A career with just a Minor. 
8.8 Practice What you Preach, Kate D'Angelo, Samantha Stanley 
Susan Kolls; Helicopters, Lawnmowers, and Snowplows, Session 6.6 
All of them were great! 
Military and Veterans 
Supporting Military Students - USM Grad Student. 
The session regarding existentialism and working with exploratory students! 
1.4 From SAP to Success: Using a Strength-Based Advising Approach to Empower and Support 
Students in Academic Difficulty. Charlotte Cuss and Kimberly Mann 
6.7 Helicopter, lawnmaowers, and snowplows 
Put me in, Coach. . . oh, wait, I'm not ready! 
Advising Interview session by Art and Ana 
The Pre-Conference Workshop #1 "Appreciate Advising: It's Not Just for Students Anymore"  Lynn 
DeRobertis and Helena Cole 

 

2.  Overall, I thought the Conference was: 

# Question Poor Fair Good 
Very 
Good 

Total 
Responses 

1 Advanced Mailing, Publicity, Etc. 3 11 90 113 217 
2 Conference Location 0 7 37 178 222 
3 Facilities 4 29 79 109 221 
4 Meals 9 39 91 73 212 
5 Registration Process 2 3 69 143 217 
6 Keynote Speaker: Nancy Griffin 2 16 69 111 198 
7 Keynote Speaker: Charlie Nutt 1 7 53 123 184 
8 Opening Reception 0 16 67 61 144 
9 Quality of the Concurrent Sessions 1 15 93 106 215 
10 Closing Wrap Up 0 16 88 70 174 
11 Overall, I thought the conference was: 0 8 71 141 220 

 



3.  How many REGIONAL conferences have you attended before this conference? 

# Answer   
 

Response % 
1 None   

 

92 42% 
2 1-2   

 

58 26% 
3 3-4   

 

35 16% 
4 5 or more   

 

36 16% 

 Total  221 100% 

 

4.  How did you learn of this conference? (Mark all that apply) 

# Answer   
 

Response % 
1 Talking with a colleague   

 

92 42% 
2 E-mail announcement from NACADA   

 

126 57% 
3 Other:   

 

35 16% 

 

Other: 
Website 
employer 
Mandatory prof. dev. in my office 
i look to NACADA web 
Just aware of NACADA and their conferences from being in the field. 
Was asked by administration to attend 
Previous attendance 
I always attend 
Just looking for NACADA 
Website 
Regularly attend 
Lasy year's NACADA conference. 
website 
Supervisor 
check NACADA site 
Look for it each Spring 
Just knowing about it from previous years 
NACADA website 
NACADA Social Media 
I only got an email after I registered. 
my suoervisor 
Checked the website 
Conference Committee 
Internship supervisor 
NACADA website 
Searched Online 
I've been before 
NACADA Website 
Attend every year 
website 
Website 
Our Director of Advising 
weekly reviews of NACADA web site 
searching for Advising Professional Development online – google 
I have come every year for 15 years, got the emails / FaceBook / colleagues 

 



5.  To what extent did the conference meet your expectations? 

# Answer   
 

Response % 
1 Not at all   

 

0 0% 
2 Some   

 

28 13% 
3 Most   

 

137 62% 
4 All   

 

57 26% 

 Total  222 100% 

 

6.  Which of the following best describes your primary role at your institution? 

# Answer   
 

Response % 
1 Faculty Advisor   

 

4 2% 
2 Academic Advisor   

 

125 56% 
3 Counselor   

 

1 0% 

4 
Academic 
Advisor/Counselor 

  
 

25 11% 

5 Advising Administrator   
 

25 11% 

6 

Administrator with 
responsibilities over 
several areas, one of 
which is advising 

  
 

23 10% 

7 Graduate student   
 

4 2% 

8 

Institutional position 
supports advising i.e. 
Registrar, admissions, 
financial aid, etc. 

  
 

3 1% 

9 

Affiliated with a college or 
university but not in any of 
the roles previously 
mentioned 

  
 

4 2% 

10 
Not affiliated with an 
institution of higher 
education 

  
 

0 0% 

11 Other:   
 

8 4% 

 Total  222 100% 

 

Other: 
faculty member and advising administrator 
Study Abroad Advisor 
Academic Advisor/ Student Service Coordinator 
Trio Counselor 
Dean 
Academic Coach/Advisor 
Veteran Services Coordinator and Academic Counselor 

 



7.  How many years have you been in advising? (as an advisor, administrator, or faculty 

member) 

# Answer   
 

Response % 
1 Less than 5 years   

 

93 42% 
2 5-10 years   

 

65 30% 
3 11-20 years   

 

48 22% 
4 More than 20 years   

 

14 6% 

 Total  220 100% 

 



8.  In what ways was this conference valuable to you? 



Text Response 
Good networking opportunities as well as collaborative sessions. 
I learned about appreciative advising and how I can alter my individual appointments to better 
serve my students. 
Opportunity to meet with colleagues 
Taught me a few new things here and there. 
great for networking and support! 
The value for me was in talking with colleagues at other institutions about what they do. 
It's always energizing to spend time with like-minded colleagues, and it presented me with new 
ideas to pursue. 
Networking and speaking with others. Learning new approaches towards running an advisement 
unit. 
Got some good ideas going forward.  Met some colleague from other institutions that I plan to 
follow up with regarding practices at their college/university. 
networking with others, learning about research others are doing, comparing best practices 
Hearing from other institutions is always helpful. Even if not directly related, there is usually a tid bit 
to pick up. 
Sharing of best ideas 
Meeting so many SCHOLAR-practitioners. 
to reaffirm the work we do and to offer new ideas to incorporate into college environment 
Planning/training resources for faculty advisors.  Improving office efficiency. 
Connecting with other administrators and colleagues near and far. Always a rewarding experience. 
I loved connecting with advisors from the region and sharing ideas. 
networking and learning best practices in the field 
networking opportunities 
I think it's always valuable as academic advisors, come together to discuss and share best 
practices within our field. There is plenty of great work being done at colleges/universities that can 
be duplicated to meet the needs of other institutions. Furthermore, it's great to have a sounding-
board to bounce ideas off of and to learn what has (and in some cases, what hasn't) worked 
elsewhere. 
Discussing similar issues and how they are approached 
I learned about some of the challenges other advisors and institutions are facing, as well as some 
new best practices to explore. 
Networking and hearing new approaches to work with 
I work as the only non-faculty advisor at my college.  It was valuable in meeting other professionals 
and networking. 
This was a great way to network and learn from colleagues.  I also presented for the first time. 
It gave me my first chance at presenting, and I really enjoyed the session on intercultural 
communication. 
Getting out of the bubble of my own institution and just seeing a different perspective is infinitely 
valuable. 
Networking with other professionals, learning about best practices at other institutions, re-
energizing myself in my professional role 
Opportunity to hear about best practices and to meet and network with other advising professionals 
I was looking for career advising resources and there were quite a few options. 
Energizing, valuable information, great networking, informative topics. 
It helped me understand the concerns of a field slightly outside of my own. It also helped me see 
that higher ed administration isn't all that different on the other side of the fence! 
Great to share ideas and see others 
It was great to network with people in similar roles within my region. 
New ideas for addresssing student needs, dealing with parents. Enjoyed meeting and hearing from 
others with similar issues 



Networking and prof development 
Networking, learning about other institutions' academic probation and intrusive advising programs. 
As a new advising professional, I found the conference beneficial for learning about/discussing key 
topics in the field, beginning to build my advising network, and introducing me to NACADA as a 
regional organization. 
I was able to network with colleagues from the Northeast Region and learn the various new 
initiatives at their instutions. 
I enjoyed sessions on advising theory since my education has not included that. It was a nice way 
to complement my graduate coursework, which is more broadly focused on learning in general. 
Networking, hearing the "advising" conversation writ large, learning about other approaches,etc 
It is great to network, learn best practices at other campuses, and keep on top of trends in advising. 
hearing best practices 
I met some super nice people. 
There was a variety of topics and sessions to attend so I could really choose topics which 
interested me at each session 
Interesting sessions 
It is helpful to learn about certain strategies employed by other institutions in dealing with similar 
situations that I face in my job.  I enjoyed getting to know others in the profession and feel I have a 
better sense of the pulse of our profession right now. 
Able to share common experiences, challenges and solutions 
It was great to hear from other advisors and their experiences with students. 
The sessions were the best part. 
new ideas to use here at our college 
Meeting other advising professionals 
I learned a lot of fellow advisors. I am able to take that knowledge back to my university. 
To keep current on trends and generate new ideas for school. 
Networking, Sessions, Time for reflection. 
Networking, getting ideas, getting motivated 
New topics 
Some of the sessions were very useful and were a great sharing of ideas. A great way to connect 
with advisors at other institutions, as well as a team building experience for myself and my 
colleagues 
As a state liaison, I was able to meet my state during "Meet Your State" session, learn about what 
they are interested in as a state, and network. 
Exposure to new theories and readings; reconnecting and networking; self- and collective reflection 
on our profession and functional areas connected to it. 
Networking! 
Networking, learning new things, able to put leadership skills to practice 
I have never been trained as an academic advisor, so I learned a lot about best practices.  It gave 
me the opportunity to reflect on my work so far and to make plans for improvement moving forward. 
This was my first conference specific to Academic Advising. I loved meeting other professionals in 
the same functional area. 
Getting ideas from other advisors to bring back to my school; meeting other advisors in my area; 
becoming re-energized and inspired about advising in general. 
Networking with colleagues from other institutions & hearing best practices 
I loved hearing how other universities advise students. Learning about other structures and best 
practices is extremely helpful. 
Making connections/networking 
Great to see people and network. 
workshops, networking, hanging out with others from my university that I don't normally get to see 
Great way to connect with professionals in the field. The graduate dinner that Rodney put together 
was fantastic and a great way to hear about people's career paths to their current positions. 



Great ideas to bring back to my home institution! 
Suggestions for improving my own advising content 
It confirmed that we are doing great things in our office but also allows for tweaks based on what 
other programs have done 
Interesting topics for sessions 
This conference exceeded my expectations.  It was a great opportunity to be in an environment 
with other advisors and Higher Education professionals who really understand the role of advisors. 
I learned a wealth of information regarding a variety of topics that contributed to my professional 
development.  It was also nice to become reacquainted with former colleagues as well as meet 
many new ones 
We are changing our orientation process so that session was very useful. 
Kept me apprised on current advising topics 
great opportunity to sift though progressive trends, tool and practices. 
Provided some different ideas and approaches to many of the things my home institution already 
does. 
Meeting collegues and seeing what other school's programs are like and how they run them. 
Opportunity to network and meet other advising professionals from around the region; sharing of 
ideas. 
Some great sessions, connecting with colleagues. 
Coming from ResLife, it was nice to connect to others in advising--our office is small, as is our 
campus! It's hard to not feel like an island...  I also feel like I learned a lot I could bring back to my 
institution: highlights, for me, was the Intercultural Communication session, the Existentialism 
session and the Earn It, Own It session. Great stuff, all around! 
Networking! 
Some sessions were really good 
Networking is incredibly valuable; the conference also provides a time for us to compare our 
practices with other institutions with similarities or scalable differences. Very rejuvenating. 
I learned a lot of new techniques such as proactive advising. Networking with community college 
and graduate advisors was helpful to share strategies. 
It was a good networking opportunity. 
I presented and had a great experience. 
I really only benefitted from Networking and from sessions delivefred by experienced advisors. 
there were too few of the latter. 
Sparks some new ideas, gets us out of the daily routine, reminds us we are part of a profession. 
Concurrent sessions 
Networking 
It was a good primer on important things to remember when advising. Good introduction to writing 
for NACADA publications. 
Overall sessions that I attended were very good and diverse from years past. 
The ability to confer with my peers in the field 
Networking 
I'm looking to move into academic advising from a background of career counseling and commuter 
student services. This conference helped me to understand current issues in the field and meet 
others with similar professional interests and goals. 
Hearing new ways of doing what I'm already doing. 
the conference is a great way to network with other advisors from the region and exchange ideas 
on best practices. The workshops are also informative. 

 



9.  My recommendations for future conferences include: (topics/speakers/external 

activities/type/length of sessions, etc.) 



Text Response 
More sessions focusing on the Community College perspective. 
n/a 
Less focus on what's wrong with individual students and more emphasis on what advisors can do 
to push for institutional change and addressing the racism, classism, and sexism that undermine so 
many students. Some sessions I went to were very "victim blaming." 
Day 2 was our only full day, but we had the same amount of actual sessions as Day 1, which was 
only a half day. I thought there could have been more added for the second day and found that I 
had a lot of down time. 
more emphasis on new advisors 
More on Career Advising 
More sessions on the use of technology in advising. 
Not a lot of Sophomore programming, so that would be good.  Maybe an unconference style 
session where like institutions can meet (ex. Catholic Colleges, community colleges, online 
colleges, etc). 
Would be helpful to gather like institutions to talk in a session or two. Would also be nice to have a 
roster of who is attending before the conference so it is easier to network. 
online students- technology 
Better heat/cool.  Some rooms were super hot and others were cold.  When AC was on you could 
not hear presenters or other participants.  Maybe microphones for larger rooms.  Separate rooms 
for breakout sessions/unconference. 
I do not know past topics for these conferences, but I love Active Minds, Inc. and their founder, 
Alison Malmon, is a wonderful speaker. It is an organization which empowers the college student 
voice to work to reduce the stigma around mental health conversations. We deal first-hand with 
students with mental "illness" and lower-than-usual "wellness" so this may be a great keynote. 
Incoporating mindfulness in our advising sessions and in our lives as advisors.  Could be a pre-
conference session?  Would also like to see more about leadership development/communication 
skills training- how to build relationships with your team members. 
More diversity in the topics being offered. Felt there were many repeats and only a few pertained to 
what I do. 
n/a 
Include topics such as bridge programs. Offer optional evening group excursions (for additional fee 
if necessary) if conference is in area with lots to do beyond a reasonable walking distance. Don't 
offer poster session in lieu of a concurrent session - instead, have them up during meals in the 
dining area to attract more people. Not a fan of un-conference sessions. 
I'd love to attend a session or two about growing professionally in anticipation of moving from an 
academic advisor to an assistant/associate director. Perhaps reserve time where institutions 
currently looking to hire can present, table, speak with interested applicants. 
other topics of interest would be: Transfer students; working in silo institutions: working with urban, 
low income students 
Dealing with students from foster care.  Session length is fine. 
My main recommendation is to pair first time attendees with a member who has attended before.  
Especially for new comers luncheon.  I realize most people come with colleagues, but I was coming 
alone and it was a bit overwhelming. 
I think the quality of presentations was poor compared to last year.  Also the hotel was definitely 
subpar and the rooms were not very clean.  Portland was a fantastic location to have the 
conference though.  I would like to see better prepared presenters and also was disappointed by 
the way some presenters portrayed students. 
There were blocks of concurrent sessions that were similar or had nothing that was very applicable 
to me, while some concurrent sessions has 2-3 sessions that were of interest. I know it's difficult to 
make schedules, but it would be nice to have former best in conference winners separated. 



The first unconference was not great with the readings required but the second unconference was 
phenomenal. More like that would be great. 
I liked the cultural sessions, like 6.4 Call Me Tete: A Guide to Pronouncing Chinese Names, 
Chinese Culture and High School Education. I think there could be a greater effort to focus on 
advising culturally diverse students, international students, etc. Also, I feel there could be more 
sessions into early evening to maximize the most of our time at the conference. 
Attended one session where they had requested room tables as their presentation included small 
group discussions/dialogue.  They were instead in a very small room (small, in some respects, 
because so many attended) which was not the best for the type of presentation. 
The poster presentations are a great opportunity, maybe expanding the number of posters and time 
(a little each day) would allow for more meaningful conversations. 
Compared to past conferences I found the sessions of lower quality. Maybe it was just those that I 
attended, but...it just didn't seem as strong as in the past. 
It was shocking to me that there were not more sessions on working with low-income/minority 
students. The 'unconference' session about supporting student activists was fantastic, but it was 30 
minutes out of the whole conference. 
Advising Syllabi, Advising Adult Learners 
Advising students who are first gen,under-represented&under-resourced students&GBLTQ. 
meet&greet for graduate students talk to seasoned advisors.  Unconference sessions was excellent 
idea, but it was hard to participate in conversations, as there were other unconference sessions 
were going on same room. I would recommend trying split them different room.  I liked meet your 
state Liaison. 
I liked the many opportunities to learn about retention and working with academically at-risk 
students. Types of sessions with one-hour length were good. Recommend informal presentations 
allowed at unconference sessions; consider pecha kucha as an unconference-type activity (in 
evening? combine w reception? alternative to unconference?) 
I think the structure of the event is quite effective in its current incarnation, and makes productive 
use of the time we are onsite.  I was moreso surprised that some of the sessions did not cover all of 
the key topics referenced in the program descriptions, and would therefore recommend that those 
descriptions are updated if the session content shifts. 
It is important to connect Advising with data driven interventions. A potential speaker for future 
conference can include a representative from the Middle States Commission to talk about 
connecting advising and assessment. 
I liked presentations that incorporated a small amount of interaction. I didn't like the concurrent 
sessions where the presenters were merely facilitating a discussion rather than providing actual 
content. It seemed like those would've been more appropriate for an unconference session. 
I think there is a lot that happens in such a short conference, but it is a good balance of concurrent 
sessions with content. 
Friday- do keynote at the beginning for those who need to travel home early 
More about the adult learner - online students 
The lunch on Thursday was poor quality so I would recommend a different vendor. 
I attended the first Unconference session in the room where two other sessions were also 
gathering; I felt it was not as productive as it could have been because it was so hard to hear the 
group members over the noise of the other groups in the room. 
I would love to see more sessions about online advising.  It would be great to have a session on 
advising and retention as well as non traditional students.  It would have been great to have a 
cocktail hour like before dinner at the conference so we can network. 
I attended the Southeast conference before, their reception was better. We need more organized 
social activities after the sessions. 
topics :   Emerging adulthood-Jeffrey Arnett,   Relevance of discourse analysis for our 
understanding of ethnic and racial inequality   Helping minority students with understanding 
Rhetoric in the Real World. 



More Online Education Sessions =) 
Best practices, support for burned out advisors 
I presented this year, which went well. however, I had to make a change to my program and 
contacted someone (Amy Mei). She did not reply back and the change that I had requested was 
not reflected in the program. I found that frustrating. 
Spacing out the chairs more in rooms. It was very tight and uncomfortable in most of the rooms--
especially in the upstairs locations. 
The rooms are always so packed and hot.  Tables are wonderful- I believe it was the Connecticut 
Room on the first day, very roomy and had tables. 
Topic: Advising older students (55yrs) in a community college setting 
There was not a lot of session topics on transfer students this time around. Some topics covered 
this area, but there were not sessions that were designed specifically to cover this area. 
Maybe note which speakers have been Best of Region in the past. I missed Susan Kolls's 
presentation and then wished I had gone to it because so many of my colleagues raved about it. 
Perhaps some recommended sessions or notation of former Best of Region might have made that 
one stand out more in my planning process. 
In my opinion the poster sessions should be at the end of the day on (day 2) in this case Thursday. 
Or in between sessions. Too much hanging around waiting for the 3:15 session on Thursday. 
Could post session be videos instead? 
Varied session topics. Several sessions covered the same topics. More programs that institutions 
run and how to implement them 
Best practices when working with Online students, adult learners and probation students. 
Make sure to remain receptive to programming tangentially related to advising, such as we had 
with pronouncing Chinese, or working with living-learning communities this year, and appreciation 
of differences/LGBT/Diversity programs from last year. 
More roundtable-type sessions that encourage lots of dialogue regarding a topic (roundtable is 
more formal than an unconference). 
Longer unconferences, keep the readings, collect nametags for raffles 
More sessions with information that can be applied to attendees institutions.    Probation programs.    
One session I REALLY wanted to go to was the NACADA values session but due to location of the 
room and location of where I was before it, it was not possible to make it downstairs in time. It 
would be awesome is sessions like this one were offered more than once! 
More discussion of/sessions regarding transfer students.  Also more focus on presentations from 
advisors who work at schools with FEW (as apposed to a lot of) advisors and also those schools 
with combination professional/faculty advisor models. 
Session topics I would like to hear about: FERPA, academic advising from a distance, Complete 
College America as relates to advising. 
The sessions this year were amazing. More of them I suppose? More social media integration and 
different advising theories? There was a student in one of the sessions and it was cool to hear from 
students about what might be useful for them. We've had student panels at my school and its great 
to hear their perspective. 
More sessions about online institutions, and adult learners. 
Session tracks 
PLEASE include more workshops/keynote speeches that refer to graduate students.  I was 
disappointed at Charlie's Keynote in that it centered around undergraduates, as do most of the 
workshops.  A number of us work only with graduate students and would love workshops in that 
area. 
More informal networking opportunity between sessions. 
Adult learners, online advising, under prepared students 



Repeat some sessions - when sessions are only offered once you have to choose.  Experienced 
advisors might be presenting when a session they would like to attend is offered.  Also, some 
advisors may be responsible for multiple types of advising (FY undeclared/SAP/Probation-
Suspend) and sessions of interest are offered at the same time. 
The sessions that were more interactive were more useful. I went to one where the presenters 
talked at us for most of it and we didnt' have much time for questions or to get involved. 
more structured activities connecting and networking.  more duplication so that missed sessions at 
one session could be picked at another.  ted talks types format taped and sharing of sessions. each 
session organized by themes. example tehnonogy, applied theories,  group advising, teaching and 
coaching. 
Might be interesting to try and capture additional information regarding the "tracks" associated with 
concurrent sessions.  I found myself thinking "yes, that is a real interesting approach, but my 
institution doesn't do that level of advising at the department academic department level."  If I had a 
better understanding of the nature of the institution and it's structure. 
Opportunity for some people to do longer sessions perhaps?  Some sessions seem to fit nicely in 
an hour, some were cut short by this limit. 
More sessions centered around specific programs and models that have been tested and work. I 
find sessions discussing specific tested programs to be the most useful to my work. I want to learn 
about what my colleagues at other institutions are doing that they find useful. 
Some sessions aren't as advertised - are the powerpoints reviewed? I think this would be valuable.  
I just reviewed some of the annual conference proposals and I wouldn't mind reviewing their actual 
presentation. 
Would like to learn more on Gen Z, best practices in terms of probation advising, transfer advising 
and working with international students--outside of intercultural communication, but in terms of best 
practices for making the process streamlined for these students. 
Some of the descriptions of the sessions were a little vague; it was harder to select sessions this 
year. 
Advising adult learners. Setting expectations for the advising session-more specifically with busying 
adult learning schedules. Easy access to the presentations and notes after the session since so 
many great choices were offered at the same time. 
Over the last few R1 conferences, it seems the number of new advisor presentations has 
increased. The advisors I supervise regularly have chances to share with peers, but fewer options 
to hear from experienced advisors besides their supervisor. I am also interested in seeing more 
experienced presenters for my own professional development. 
More hands on, workshop style opportunities.  Technology workshops would be great, more 
counseling related workshops.  Also, sessions about policies would be interesting, such as: student 
appeal processes for late withdrawals, late university withdrawals, refunds. A speed networking 
event would be great too! 5-8 minutes with business cards etc. 
more sessions by experienced advisors. More diversity topics (no LGBT or underserved student 
topics?). Less time spent on posters and unconference sessions and more concurrents from 
experienced advisors. It seems region 1 is only focused on giving inexperienced presenters their 
first presentation chance rather than providing professional development for *all* members 
Ramp up the unconference -great work! 
more sessions on how to engage in and write up research projects 
Push for topics related to community colleges. 
N/A 
Keep the doctorate presentation.  Gives participants an opportunity to think about their professional 
futures. 
An opportunity for people not currently working in advising to receive some advice/tips. Especially 
since I'm no longer a graduate student and can't directly benefit from that programming. Also, some 
more sessions on overlapping functional areas (career counseling was great, but I would have 
loved to learn more about working cross-departmentally in other areas as well). 



Make sure all presenters have their handouts ready to post. 
The sessions are a good length. The ones with video are more interesting than just powerpoint. 
The interactive sessions are always better than just lecture. The speakers that were animated and 
enthusiast  helped hold attention and get their point across., 
More workshops geared toward counselors and advisors in Trio and STEM programs; less lengthy 
gaps in between morning and afternoon sessions. 
Assessment, summer/fall bridge, first-year experience and sophomore "slump" programs 
More sessions that are destined for nontraditial students. Being they are a Hugh part of our student 
populations.  Also more on administration. 
more structured networking opportunities by school type, location, gender, etc. 
sessions for arts advisors 
Loved the reception at the Portland Art Museum.  Great idea! 
I prefer to have conferences over our break periods. This is a busy time of year and it is difficult to 
keep up with the job and enjoy the full benefit of the conference. 
More Charlie Nutt!  His speech was awesome. :-) 
MORE ON ROLES WITH FACULTY IN ADVISING 
More sessions dealing with non-traditional students, commuter students, online students, transfer 
students 
None that I can think of at this time. 
Continued focus on including Graduate Advising Services in the programs; I was pleased with the 
representation of graduate advisement 
The unconference sessions that required reading in advance were unrealistic for me and therefore 
difficult to participate in. 
Day in the life of a professional advisor; handouts, questionnaires, note-taking, etc.  Race, Racism 
and International Students in the United States (based on Yung-Hwa Anna Chow) 
More time during state breakouts, electronic evaluation system, use of Guidebook app, ] 

 



10.  Additional comments: 



Text Response 
I'd very much interested in becoming more involved with NACADA and have reached out to various 
members to learn about opportunities. 
I thought the grad student dinner was immensely valuable! 
everything was great - Portland was a fantastic location 
Loved having the conference in Portland. Fun, affordable city! 
Awesome conference!  Thanks to everyone who planned the Conference! 
I felt there were a lot of the same themes this year for sessions so not much diversity in topics. 
Appreciative/proactive advising and career exploration resources were common topics in sessions, 
but my staff is already well versed in those areas. Many of the same people presented again this 
year. 
Great conference overall. I appreciate the work and dedication of all the volunteers. 
Many of these sessions were very boring/lecture.  More interaction or examples would be 
beneficial. 
Great organization from the conference volunteers - everything runs very smoothly. 
Portland was a great location because it was accessibly by train from Boston. I don't have a car, so 
accessibility is a big priority for me in attending conferences. 
I would have liked to know the content of the sessions prior to coming. 
Poster session was supposed to start at 2pm...And without warning started at 1:30pm.  This was 
not fair to the poster presenters. 
NA 
If I am vastly in the minority (and I suspect I am), I don't mind if the choice goes to the crowd on this 
one; however, I am not a fan of having readings to do for the unconference sessions. I have to 
work double-time at work before the Region 1 conference to steal time away from the office, and I 
am unlikely to do 10 pages of reading to inform a half-hour unsession. 
I would like to thank the conference organizers for all their efforts and support. 
Great location 
I work specifically with our transfer student population and would enjoy learning more about the 
process that other institutions use for evaluation of previous coursework and advising/planning 
future coursework around a graduation time frame and course sequence that is often quite different 
from non-transfer students. 
Overall a good conference 
It would be wonderful if you could please provide a list of attendees with contact information, their 
schools and individual programs.  This way conversations can continue from across campuses! 
Overall, my experience was great. I had a very nice time and I really learned a lot from people. 
The unconference ideas were great.  With so many off sight hotels offering hot breakfasts, I think 
you lost people to attend in the morning and the awards.  The state meetings I believe were new or 
I had never attended. 
Portland was awesome! 
Rodney was hysterically funny during the closing. I haven't laughed that hard in a while. Thank you! 
The program rooms at the facility were tough this year. The rooms seemed to be oddly-sized, either 
too large or too short, and in small rooms, seating was uncomfortably cramped. Climate control 
was tough for rooms of all sizes, too. Those of us who were in Newport are finding it hard for any 
other place to measure up! 
Overall: Great conference!    The space/set up was a little crowded (not possible to go to back to 
back sessions on different floors due to numbers and seats available), but loved that everything 
was all in one main location. 
Some sessions were VERY crowded and we couldn't even all fit in the room... That was the only 
issue I had that wasn't entirely positive! 
The venue felt too small. Many of the sessions were so crowded that it was uncomfortable, hot, and 
difficult to focus. This really detracted from the overall experience. 
Thank you! 



NACADA was so organized and prepared! They put on a wonderful conference! 
Portland has too many one way streets.  Hell of a time getting to the hotel.  Missed Wednesday 
afternoon sessions.  More networking by state. 
This experience really encouraged and motivated me to get more involved with NACADA and my 
role as an Academic Advisor.  I can't wait to attend next year's conference! 
Always nice to attend NACADAR1 
love that city!  Great job overall. 
I know a lot of hard work went into the conference.  Thank you! 
Thank you! This was my first conference and I learned so much. In the week back from the 
conference I'm using techniques in my everyday advising. My batteries are re-charged! 
As an Advising Administrator fighting for resources to bring new advisors to the conference, there is 
little ROI when they attend unconference sessions, posters, and concurrents lead by people with 
no greater level of expertise than they posess. 
Everyone was really nice and I enjoyed my introduction to the organization. 
It was great to have Charlie Nutt give the ending speech! He is always very motivating and helps us 
return to our jobs with a renewed sense of purpose. Keep up the good work, Charlie! 
The overflow hotel (Hyatt) was extremely loud at night. I would not recommend using that hotel for 
any future events! 
Overall great conference. I'm glad I went. 
THE ROOMS WERE OFTEN WAY TOO SMALL AND HOT  BUT OVERALL--GREAT 
CONFERENCE!! 
I think the conference was very well run-- did not see any flaws. 
Knowing the details of the sessions well in advance would have been much more helpful to 
determine which day I should attend.  I had to blindly guess which day I would get the most out of 
(and I could only afford to go for one day - my institution would not pay for accommodations). 
Some of the rooms were too warm. This coupled with how close together the seats were in certain 
rooms made for very uncomfortable settings. This was a bit distracting. 
Great Job. 
I really enjoyed the "unconference" concept using the Academic Advising Today articles. I would 
love to do that again. 
The poster session needs to be longer - at least 45 - 60 minutes, and there should be enough time 
after to be able to attend the unconference. Also, the transition from lunch to the posters was 
confusing. Poster presenters should be instructed to have them set up before lunch. The room was 
okay as attendees had to pass by after eating, but there was some distraction from the cleaning 
going on. 
My colleague put together a state basket and went to great lengths to ensure that the contents 
would be items folks would value. I won a basket from another state. It was made up of outdated 
items that other schools obviously wanted to jettison. Rather than winning a prize, I felt as though I 
had the burden of getting rid of other people's junk. Folks should be more mindful of state basket 
items. 
I think sometimes I am expecting something new and innovative, though I didn't really experience 
that this time.  It may have just been that my expectations were too high.  The programs I attended 
were good.  I think I expected ground-breaking stuff! 
N/A 
The closing was entirely too long.  Too may giveaways and silliness.  It needs to be much shorter. 
If you serve food in the future, please be more aware of food allergies/ marking food (for ex. in the 
1st time conference attendees lunch, nothing was marked with ingredients or common allergies 
making it very difficult for me to eat) 
n/a 
Thank you! 



I would like to see the session titles & brief synopsis MUCH earlier on. Sending this so close to the 
registration deadline does not help those of us who need to decide whether we should attend. It's a 
big expense, especially if we have to make travel arrangements. 
Thanks to the planning committee 
This was a good conference for relatively inexperienced, young, front line practitioners.  It did not 
offer as much information or insight as I had hoped. In my current role as a dean at my institution, I 
would not attend again--although I would encourage my staff who advise to do so. 
My only complaint about the conference is that there are too many good workshops scheduled 
during the same session! It was so hard to choose. But, I'm not sure how that could be fixed. 
Overall, I thought the conference was well done 
Friendly group... well organized 
Wonderful opportunity to connect with colleagues from nearby institutions. 
Nice job and thank you to everyone who gave of their time to make this conference happen. 
Great conference in a great city! 
Thanks for organizing the conference. I love going! 
More structure to the State Meetings requested. 
The workshops I loved were those presented by individuals outlining a practice or program they 
currently utilize that is working well for them--the Compass Program presentation and the one on 
students who self-sabotage were excellent. 
I greatly appreciated the grad student dinner and the welcoming luncheon 
Thank you to all those who helped put this conference together! 
My only negative experience at the conference was regarding the caliber of the speakers 
presenting. Not their ideas, but the presentation of them. Some of the presentations could have 
been better served as submitted papers that the audience read (as that's what happened anyway). 
Also, thin walls between sessions was a challenge, especially for dynamic sessions (incl. 
"unconference" sessions). 
n/a 

 

11.  What conference costs were covered by your institution? In the comments section, 

indicate other sources of funding or any explanations of your answers to help us in our future 

planning. 

# Answer   
 

Response % 
1 Conference registration fee   

 

205 93% 
2 NACADA Membership   

 

184 84% 
3 Hotel expenses   

 

178 81% 
4 Mileage and tolls   

 

147 67% 
5 Airfare   

 

19 9% 
6 Meal expenses   

 

160 73% 
7 Other:   

 

16 7% 
8 Further comments about your response:   

 

17 8% 

 



Other: Further comments about your response: 
Everything necessary to 
attend 

 

Campus Professional 
Development Grant 

 

Other source: NACADA 
scholarship 

 

none  
I paid my own way - graduate 
student 

 

rental car and gas  
small meal per diem  
Parking  
all  
parking  
None  
None. I paid all out of pocket  
Some meal expenses  
Parking  
Paid for all myself  
Department funding and 
institutional "professional 
development" funding 
secured 

 

 My institution covered only 1 night, which limited my stay. 
 Meals to some extent--there is a cap 

 
Thank you to all the Region 1 committee for a great conference. It 
ran so smoothly. Also, this is a nice feedback form. Good job 
updating the website! 

 
I received a $350 professional development award from my union 
that covered ~40% of the trip. But, had I not received that award, 
my institution would have generously paid for the whole trip. 

 
I did not require funding for hotel or meal expenses as I lived close 
to the conference and returned home each night. 

 Great job! 

 
I live in Portland so no hotel or meals required.  Otherwise they 
would have been paid. 

 Only conference I attend 
 local, so no hotels/meals needed 

 

In the MA meeting, everyone seemed to be clammoring for more 
opportunities to be involved. They seemed to be looking for 
opportunities to participate beyond volunteering to collect session 
evaluations. I have been surprised by how few the opportunities 
there are to be involved in region leadership for more experienced 
advisors and advising administrators-- the region feels inhospitable 

 
None of my expenses were covered because academic advising is 
outside my current functional area. 

 Meals were reimbursed 
 I did not stay this time but my institution would have paid for it 
 I got a ride so mileage/tolls is irrelevant, but they would have 
 Cost deferred by New Advisor Scholarship 
 I was local 



 

I paid for this out of pocket. Some conferences I have attended 
have offered travel grant opportunities for attendees. This could 
help cover the costs for anyone who did not have their institution 
pay for them. 

 

12.  Did you attend on of the Unconference Sessions? 

# Answer   
 

Response % 
1 Yes   

 

118 53% 
2 No   

 

104 47% 

 Total  222 100% 

 

13.  If yes, please provide any comments.  

Text Response 
See above. 
I prefer more direction than the unconference sessions tend to provide. 
By the time it took in to settle, the session seemed over.  Plus with little structure, it was hard to 
have a chance to offer thoughts or questions. 
I liked the new unconference format with the readings provided in advance - it helped to guide 
discussion. I also liked that there seemed to be a script for volunteers to read from so that everyone 
was clear on how an unconference should work. I think that is still the biggest barrier to a 
successful unconference session - people do not know how they should function. 
Great topics!  Time could have been a little longer.  Hard to hear.  Too many conversations in one 
small area. 
I attended the first one where we were supposed to have read along the topic of the unconference. 
Yet, nobody else seemed to have read the articles yet these same individuals dominated the room 
with their presumptions on the topic and quick reading of the headlines in the articles. It did not feel 
like a good use of my time so when I was not fond of any of the second session's topics, I skipped. 
45 minutes would have been better timing, 30 minutes was just a little too short but I can see 60 
minutes being too much 
Overall, good discussions but logistically speaking, some of the sessions were hard to participate in 
or hear because multiple topics/unsessions were being conducted in the same space. 
really enjoyed the first one. interesting concept 
great conversations on FYE classes. would be nice to connect with those involved again 
I thought the dialogue was engaging and great to hear what others had to say about the particular 
topic. 
I had mixed feelings about these. The first one I attended I felt could have been better facilitated. I 
also felt the reading chosen was a bit limited on the subject matter, which was on cultural 
competency. The reading did not define what cultural competency. Because of that I felt that the 
discussion became somewhat side-tracked. I felt that it could have also been more productive had 
the session been led by someone with more experience or stronger facilitation skills. One other 
major concern was that the group I was in had to move to a different room because we were 
crammed together with 2 other groups who were very loud making it hard to hear. This could have 
been much worse for someone with a hearing disability. 
I volunteered to moderate day two.  It was good but the originator of the topic was a bit late. 
I think the unconference is a great idea and was run very well this year. 
First unconference was not great, with the required readings. Second unconference was great. 
Much prefer the format of submitted topics and open-ended discussion. 

  



Unconference sessions may have some room for improvement. They felt more productive than last 
year, but having a designated moderator in the room may allow for a more directed conversation. 
Room setup matters as well. I was in a session that was popular, and people were facing all 
directions and the conversation was not reaching all individuals, which made it difficult for group 
interaction. Having chairs set in a circle prior to entering the room, or breaking into smaller groups 
for more popular sessions may be other things that could help? I really enjoyed having a chance to 
read materials prior to the session. It provided a framework that was a good starting point. 
I like the unconferences - I attended both sessions and found them useful and a great way to 
share. 
Working with student activists was a very important conversation to have. I wish there was more of 
a focus on social issues and inequality on college campuses at NACADA. 
A little too loose for my taste...a bit more direction/leadership would have been helpful. 
The unconference is a great way to have more informal conversations. I love the concept and look 
forward to it each year! 
very distracting- need to do smaller groups 
One room had 3 different sessions going on but they weren't labeled so I was in the wrong section. 
I "met" with my state 
I found the unconferences frustrating.  I attended one where the facilitator was almost 15 minutes 
late so I ended up leaving.  I think these should pose a specific question and it would be great in 
more of a round table setting with topics on the table where people could sit at a table of their 
choosing. 
The 30 minute unplanned session is not a great idea. 
Provide reading materials sooner to be able to have time to read.  Try different types of un-
conferences - a note taker could try taking "notes" which would essentially be just key words.  The 
point of this would be to see the path of conversation/ideas that was taken during the Un-
conference session. 
I really enjoyed the Unconference. Very helpful. 
I thought the unconference was great, because when you arrive and you start attending 
sessions...questions come up and more likely by many other attendees. Great job Brian. 
Great idea! Keep doing them. Smaller rooms (and warmer rooms) would be good to facilitate the 
conversation a bit more. These could also be done over meals. 
I went to the FYE Unconference, which was pretty good with discussion. It was tough for it to be in 
a large room, with a different Unconference going on in the same room, with noise, etc. 
I really enjoyed having the unconference based around articles that were read in advance.  I would 
suggest having an unconference timeslot that was divided up by commission and interest groups. 
Really appreciated time to talk about student activism. 
I think those were great.  We needed more time to read the articles.  They came out shortly before 
we had to attend the conference, so I didn't have enough time to read them. 
Good conversation re: commuter students. 
It was a worthwhile discussion, but I found it uncomfortable to have two groups in the same room. It 
was difficult to hear and focus. 
The second session was good, but would have benefited from a bit more structure. 
I really liked the first one with the readings, not as much the one with the topics made just that day 
I went to the one about commuter students. It was small.I think if there had been more people, it 
would have been more useful. It was a good start though. 
That first day did not go well.  3 groups in one room and one of the groups had pretty much every 
member of it talking at the same time.  I'm definitely not one to get up and walk out of a session, but 
I did.    Great adjustments for the second Unconference session.  Was able to make nice 
connections, share ideas and network.  I think it was successfully all you hoped it would be. 
I really enjoyed the 1st unconference session - I attended the one regarding the texting article.  I 
skipped out on the 2nd unconference session. 



I was appreciative that these sessions were a little more open for straight-up discussion and found 
the best colleague-connections I made were during these 2 sessions! The non-facilitation did seem 
to lead to some frustration in other attendees? I got a vibe a few times that folks felt like they 
weren't getting the info they wanted (this was specifically in the 2nd unconf. session I 
attended)...maybe our groups were too big and smaller break-out groups would have helped. 
It is a great way to share ideas. 
Not a fan of unconferences I would rather have another session 
The opportunity to suggest sessions was great. Perhaps more group leaders could be available if a 
session becomes too popular and the group should be split in half. 
The topics were great, but too noisy to put topics in the same room in the first unconference.  The 
second one was good but so large we split into 2 groups.  Discussions were great in both. 
I loved that we discussed research and current issues.  We just need to get attendees better 
prepared for the unstructured process and encourage free flowing conversation. 
I attended the session on Metacognition. It was fabulous. Too short. 
Participated in the career counseling and academic advising unconference session--it was great! 
So nice to finally be able to contribute to a conversation. 
Too many people in one room talking. Hard to really participate. More of a "gripe session" than a 
focus on solutions. 
I found the session on Texting to be quite valuable. The topic was relavant and the exchange of 
ideas was useful. I would like to see these unconference sessions at future conferences. 
I found these sessions to not be long enough-- maybe allow 45 minutes next time? 
I attended the Unconference session on international students. I found the reading very simplistic, 
but the discussion was good. I also attended the Unconference on the intersection of career 
services and advising, which was again very good. 
They need more direction and guidance.  Also in separate rooms. 
there wasn't anyone in my session who knew enough about the topic to lead the discussion. Also, it 
was difficult having multiple discussions in the same room. 
The first one was not helpful--- too many groups in one room. It was frustrating so I left. 
Good brainstorming session about assessment ideas. 
I went to the unconference on the second day (didn't have time to read any articles prior to the first 
unconference). I felt that the organizer of the unconference session I attended should have done 
her own presentation. It wasn't a great discussion and I didn't get any new topics from it. 
Cultural Competence 
There were too many unconference sessions in one space, making it difficult to hear.  However 
there was good content in the sessions. 
Attended session of first-year seminar programming. Overall it was a good place to hear ideas. 
Some people could have been reminded to step back and let others have the floor, either to ask 
questions or to answer questions. A reminder about monitoring one's own participation during 
Unconference would be helpful. 
Unconference 1.4 International Students - This session was excellent. Great way to discuss current 
issues in a free flowing manner. Could easily have been 45 - 60 minutes long.    Unconference 2 
was too tightly scheduled with the poster session. I was presenting a poster so didn't have time to 
attend the UC. Actually wanted to propose a topic. 
enjoyed the discussion. 
We had a great discussion on first year seminar courses. I'm in the midst of designing a first year 
seminar, so I really appreciated the opportunity to speak with folks who have experience with these 
unique courses. 
The space was not conducive to having small group discussions.  We had a breakdown of three 
round table discussions and some people found that they were in the wrong group halfway through 
the session.  It was impossible to hear the others in the group in this format.  Also our facilitator 
arrived very late. 



I attended the Unconference session on working with Adult students. I wish it was a little more 
structured with an open discussion rather than just a discussion. 
The one session I attended was too unstructured.  There were also no table markings to indicate 
where to go.  This was confusing as some of us were not sure where to sit. 
The room felt too small to have two groups meeting in. It was difficult to stay focused on the 
conversation in my group with the other discussion taking place within close proximity. 
Great information provided. 
all expenses were covered 
the idea for the session was great, but the leader was late, and then tried to turn the already-started 
conversation in a different direction 
Loved it!  Great networking opportunity - fun to sit and chat with others about relevant advising 
issues. I also really appreciated having both formats - please keep both as they serve different but 
important purposes. 
I went to the unconference session on the second day and enjoyed the conversation. We had to 
reorganize ourselves into two groups because there were a lot of people interested in the topic of 
First Year Seminars. 
I went to the one on Admissions and Advising.   Was more of an opportunity for the leaders to get 
information...... 
The topic discussion on metacognition was very interesting and very relevant to my work in 
Academic Support with students. 
Two sessions in one room wasn't great for my short attention span. 
I thought it could have been more organized. 
Very discorganized.  I didn't find the discussion helpful. 
In general the topics were well thought out.  Because of this, I would have liked more time in the 
un-conference sessions. 
I attended an unconference session on making academic advising fun and creating fun 
programming. The facilitator seemed more intent on directing conversation rather than facilitating, 
but overall it was a good experience. 
I think the open discussions around an article or topic are good.  It might help if the facilitator knows 
enough about the topic to guide or alter the direction of the conversation.  It was a little unwieldy to 
have multiple groups in the same room as it got very noisy making it difficult to adequately hear 
each other. 
It's nice to have an alternative, more relaxed format in which to discuss timely and relevant topics of 
interest to the members of region 1. 
I'm hoping to put together a presentation for my State Drive-In on the topic discussed at the second 
Unconference. 
They were both fine. 
The Maine Statewide Meeting--this was wonderful! 
Longer time needed.    Please try to to have too many in the same room- it's an access issue for 
those of us with disabilities that are affected by noisy and distracting environments. 
loved the unconference - especially relevant topics offered by attendees.... needed more time 
I facilitated the career advising one, it was great! Lots of interest, maybe 15 people, great 
questions, comments, and networking. 
The evaluation one was fantastic.  I wish we had more time to read and that the sessions were in 
separate rooms so everyone could hear each other. 
I found it valuable. 
Already alluded to above; great in concept but only fair in execution. I could not hear members of 
my group as our session was held in a shared space, with a louder group. That was very 
discouraging and a missed opportunity.    I appreciated the sharing of hard copies of the readings, 
and the emergent quality of the later session subjects. 
Session was very good, but large room shared between a few discussions was awkward. 
too crowded to get much out of it 



 



14.  If you did not attend, we would love to know why, please feel free to comment. 



Text Response 
I was in a conversation with another member of NACADA and could not attend the sessions on 
time. 
I was honestly exhausted from the day and needed to rest. 
I needed some down time to take a break, check email, etc. I would have liked to attend, but there 
was so much structured time that I felt it was my only time for a break. 
Was a busy time at my institution, used this time to check email. 
The topics did not interest me. 
I honestly didn't fully understand what an "unconference" session was until Day 2. To be further 
honest, the unconference sessions were scheduled at times in which short breaks were needed. I 
wonder if attendance would be greater if the sessions took place over dinner time, and to have 
dinner included as part of the sessions. 
Needed some time to decompress and in past conferences I did not get much out  of unconference 
sessions 
I was volunteering at that time. 
was late and went in and the group was already seated in a tight circle so i felt awkward. 
presenter 
I didin't have time read the material. 
I didn't do the reading for the first one, so I wasn't sure I should/ could go. 
Not comfortable format for me. 
I prefer more lecture style sessions 
Did not sign up. Arrived late. Used the unconference session times to volunteer. 
It started before I got to the room and groups had already broken out. 
I used the time to catch up on work emails and to rest. 
Just arrived to conference and needed to work with NACADA leaders to work on site selection for 
next year 
Other obligations 
Too much going on.  Maybe spread the conference out another day? 
Had not read the articles necessary to join the discussion. 
Interesting topics but 1/2 hour was not long enough to go into any depth. 
I did not have time to prepare and read any articles ahead of time.  I also sometimes prefer doing 
more observing of sessions at a conference, and keep my activity/participation level a bit lower 
than what is probably required for the unconference. 
needed to take a break. 
Tried to go to first but amount of people in room too overwhelming.  Had read the article and was 
excited to talk about it though, so it was a shame. 
I felt as though I needed a break in the day to collect/organize my thoughts. Conferences are a 
wonderful resource and are also exhausting. I read one of the articles (texting in NY Review) and 
discussed it with colleagues at my home institutions as well as friends outside of the realm of 
higher ed. I really like the idea of reading an article and coming prepared for conversation - this was 
a great addition. 
I have attended them at each past conference since they started and found them to be more 
networking than something with a takeaway or learning outcome. I would prefer that time be used 
to increase the number of concurrent workshop slots to more than eight per conference. 
The session topics did not inspire me this year. They seemed to be beter in Manchester. 
Did not feel like engaging in small group discussion. 
Took in the city of Portland, ME. 
Networking 
Wanted a break, but regret that decision now.... 
I used the time to meet with another colleague. I do think they are great though and perhaps there's 
just never enough time to do everything! 
I would have rather had an opportunity to attend another session. This was not of interest. 



They were an unknown, and I'm shy in unknown situations.It seemed that they would require more 
interaction than I would have felt comfortable with. 
When I attempted to do so, there were so many sessions trying to be held in one room that no one 
could hear.  So I gave up.  None of the other unconference sessions were pertinent for me (I word 
with all commuter and online students, mostly non-traditional aged). 
I did not have an interest. 
Conferences can often lead to information overload/ fatigue 
Did not have time to read articles beforehand for first unconference session; 2nd session I was 
concerned about comments I had heard about sharing of facilities for several different 
conversations making it hard to hear, focus and participate. 
I did not have time to complete the readings and used the time to check in on the first day and to 
explore the city a bit on the second day. 
It overlapped with something else I was doing. 
I needed to check on some emails from work and needed the break. 
I didn't feel in the mood to discuss. Great time for a break. 
Felt tired after lunch and needed to get some exercise 
Not interested in content. 
personal reasons 
I did not take the time to read the articles so that I could actively contribute to the conversation(s).  
This was, of course, my bad! 
For the first day, I hadn't read any material. I walked in a room anyway, but wasn't sure how things 
operated, so left. I also needed the time for a break, but, if I were more prepared/outgoing, I would 
have gone. 
It was not of interest to me, I am more interested in debriefing in between sessions and that is what 
i did with my colleagues instead of attending unconference sessions 
Was catching up on email from work 
It wasn't the topics, I was not feeling well and couldn't make it. 
prefer the more structured sessions 
Some of it is just needing a bit of a break from the day, but I also didn't have a chance to do any of 
the suggested reading in advance, so didn't want to weigh in on something I hadn't considered.  I 
also don't attend the poster sessions - both seem a bit too unstructured for my taste. 
I did not attend the Unconference Sessions because of travel arrangements. 
Usually, I went back to my hotel to catch up on work, emails, etc. 
Issue with timing. 
I wanted to use this time to see more of the city of Portland. 
I had a medical emergency/procedure done two days before the conference and required extra rest 
for the recovery. I opted to rest during this time. Had this not been my situation, I would have 
attended. 
I did not feel knowledgeable enough to participate 
Volunteering during those times 

 


